RUN REPORT NO: 2556

Hares: Snappy and Arseplay who denied having anything to do with it

I rang MONTY on Monday morning and arranged to pick him up. He said he knew where the run was
– somewhere in Arse-cott. I am looking at my 1946 Refidex now to work out where we went and the
area was still cow paddocks on the map. Eagle Farm Racecourse was still a swamp and the area
around it was the habitat of swarms of mosquitoes. It still is.
SNAPPY used his Chinese connections to book a Korean restaurant for the Chinese New Year Run.
He looks a bit like Kim Jong-Un. I decided to walk because I had a sore groin from excess usage. I
walked with ZIT and DOLE BLUDGER and solved many of the world’s problems whilst traversing the
flattest and uninteresting territory.
The run/walk followed Nudgee Road for about 500 metres and then did a U turn and went back on
the Doomben Racecourse side of the road. It turned left, followed a few streets, crossed the railway
line, joined Kingsford Smith Drive, turned into Nudgee Road and back to the shopping centre.
TWEETY called the pack of about 33 into a square. Where is the tradition? Hashmen standing at the
corners were forced to turn sideways to witness the MONK and the icings. Where will it end? Years
of tradition trashed in the name of progress. Next we will be acknowledging our forebears and the
traditional owners of the land. They can have it.
Mosquitoes swarmed all over us. I had to have a blood transfusion this morning.
There were a few nominations for SOTW with standout performances for LUFTWAFFE and
SHITBAGS. In a close contest, SHITBAGS took out the honours.
The pack adjourned to the Korean restaurant for what looked like a good spread.
Run: 4 out of 10
Feed: Dunno. Looked okay
On On Miles O’Tool

